We show that if G is a K r -free graph on N , there are independent sets in G which contain an arbitrarily long arithmetic progression together with its di erence. This is a common generalization of theorems of Schur, van der Waerden, and Ramsey. We also discuss various related questions regarding (m; p; c)-sets and parameter words.
Introduction
We use the notation N = f1; 2; : : :g, Z = f: : : ; ?2; ?1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g, a; b] = fc 2 Z : a c bg; we may abbreviate 1; n] by simply n]. For a set S and cardinal , let S] = fK S : jKj = g. we say that G is complete, and the complete graph on n vertices is denoted by K n . A graph is r-partite if its vertex set can be partitioned into r sets, each set containing no edges. The graph K m;n is the complete bipartite graph on disjoint vertex sets of sizes m and n. : denote a Folkman set, the nite sums from the set fx i g i2I . If I is in nite, we say that FS(fx i g i2I ) is a Hindman set. Question 1.1 If G is a triangle-free graph on N, does there always exist an Hindman set independent in G?
A negative answer to Question 1.1 was found by Deuber, Gunderson, Hindman and Strauss in 2], yet variants of the question have been shown to indeed have a positive answer, for example, if the condition \triangle-free" is replaced by \K k;k -free" (see 2] and 9]).
Before a solution was known to Question 1.1, Erd} os 3] \retaliated" with a nite version: Question 1.2 If G is a triangle-free graph on N , does there always exist an independent Schur triple, that is, does there exist x, y, x 6 = y so that FS(x; y) = fx; y; x + yg is independent in G?
Using an application of the Milliken-Taylor theorem, (cf. 10]) Luczak, R odl, and Schoen answered Question 1.2 in the a rmative with a strong statement: Theorem 1.3 ( 9] ) Fix r and d. If G is a K r -free graph on N , then there exist distinct integers a 1 ; a 2 ; :::; a d , so that FS(fa 1 ; : : : ; a d g) is an independent set in G.
Since (r ? 1)-partite graphs are K r -free, and an (r ? 1)-partite graph on N determines an (r ? 1)-colouring of N , Theorem 1.3 implies, for example, Schur's theorem. Theorem 1.4 (Schur 16] ) For any positive integer k, there exists a least n so that for every colouring : n] ! k there exist distinct x; y 2 n] so that (x) = (y) = (x + y).
Results
One of the goals in this paper is to strengthen van der Waerden's theorem in the same way that Theorem 1.3 extends Schur's theorem. Theorem 2.1 (van der Waerden 17]) For positive integers r,`, there exists a least n so that for any coloring : n] ! r there is a monochromatic`-term arithmetic progression.
In Section 4 we attained this goal: Theorem 2.2 For each k 3, and each` 3, in any K k -free graph G on N there exists an independent set in G which contains an arithmetic progression of length`.
In Section 4, Theorem 2.2 follows fairly easily from a lemma yielding independent lines in Hales-Jewett cubes on vertices (0-parameter words) of a K k -free graph.
For integers s and`, an s-fold arithmetic progression of length`is a set of the form fa 0 + 1 a 1 + + s a s : 1 ; : : : ; s 2 0;`? 1]g. In Theorem 4.3 the result corresponding to Theorem 2.2 for s-fold arithmetic progressions is given. This is derived from Corollary 4.2, guaranteeing that every K k -free graph G de ned on the vertices of a Hales-Jewett cube always contains an m-space which spans an independent set in G. With We start in Section 3 with a brief discussion of facts about parameter words. ? n m so that sp 1 (h) is an independent set in G.
Secondly, using the bijection between 0] ? n+1 2 and P(n)nf;g (interpreting the occurrences of 2 as the characteristic function of sets) we obtain a corresponding result for 2-parameter words over the empty alphabet. ? n m so that sp 2 (h) is an independent set in G.
We now state two of the major theorems regarding parameter sets. ? m k is monochromatic. In Section 5, we use a result by Gallai (see 14]) and Witt 18] . A now standard proof of their result which uses the Hales-Jewett theorem (very similar to the proof alluded to above for van der Waerden's theorem; see, for example, 11] or 7] for details) enables us to state a special case of the Gallai-Witt theorem in the following simple form. Theorem 3.5 (Gallai-Witt) For every nite X N N and number of colours there exists n = GW(X; ) such that for any -colouring : 0; n] 1; n] ! there exist integers u; v, and c so that f(u; v) + c(s; t) : (s; t) 2 Xg n] n] and is monochromatic.
Independent arithmetic progressions
We start with a lemma guaranteeing independent lines in a Hales-Jewett cube on vertices of a K r -free graph.
Lemma 4.1 Given r and alphabet A = fa 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a`g with` 2 letters, there exists n so that for every K r -free graph G = (A n ; E(G)), there 1 , the set of vertices in A n given by sp(f h) = ff h (a 1 ); f h (a 2 ); : : : ; f h (a l )g is an independent l-set.
2 We are now ready to give a simple proof of Theorem 2.2 (in any K r -free graph on N there is an independent`-term arithmetic progression).
Proof In this section, it will be convenient to abbreviate \arithmetic progression of length`" by \AP`" and \arithmetic progression of length`together with its di erence" by \AP`D". For The main goal of this section is to prove that for any k and`, any K k -free graph on N contains independent AP`D. We rst address the case k = 3. CLAIM: There exist two disjoint AP`'s A and B with the same di erence so that for every a 2 A and b 2 B, fa; bg 2 E(G).
To prove the claim, we examine two cases, according to the kind of colour of X . The ideas leading to these counterexamples can be rami ed and extended to show that there exist K 3 -free graphs on, say, every (n; q; d)-set such that every (m; p; c)-subset of this (n; q; d)-set which spans an independent set in this graph can be forced to be of some very special structure.
7 Independent (m; p; c)-sets Arithmetic progressions and nite sum sets are both solutions to partition regular systems of equations. As we will soon see, all solutions to a particular partition regular system are, in a sense, constructed from arithmetic progressions and nite sum sets. A characterization of partition regular systems of equations was rst given by Rado 13 ]. Conjecture 7.2 Given k, m; p; c, and any K k -free graph G on N, one always nd an (m; p; c)-set which is independent in G.
